
Our company is hiring for a strategic support. Thank you in advance for taking a
look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing
your resume.

Responsibilities for strategic support

For bi-weekly S&O LT meetings, works with S&O Lead to determine agenda
topics, gathers materials and creates decks, facilities meetings if necessary
and documents and tracks decision records for these meetings
The SSL will work with the S&O Strategy lead in support of the development
of the GS 3 year strategy for Global Services
The SSL will provide operational support to S&O leads
The SSL will work with S&O Service Excellence Lead to help spearhead,
coordinate and facilitate the Quarterly Review Process (QBR) cross-
functionally
The SSL will publish the quarterly SI build status and communicate as a part
of the S&O LT meeting
Anticipates the Strategy and Operations Leader’s needs and proactively bring
together appropriate people and resources to support the decision making
process
The SSL will organize and produce key presentations under the direction of
S&O Strategy and Operations lead
Will help lead and facilitate ad hoc meetings in collaboration with S&O Lead
and will determine content needs as necessary sources to ensure successful
meeting outcomes
Will help facilitate the flow of communications across the GSLT and SI
Capability Owner as necessary in support of ad hoc project related work
May be involved in assisting with preparation and analysis of
(MCS/revenues/backorders) and support to supply chain team for sourcing
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Qualifications for strategic support

Managing the details and
Knowledge of advanced Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Powerpoint)
Must be able to read, analyze, and interpret general business documents
(terms and conditions, technical procedures)
Organizational skills with ability to handle simultaneous tasks/projects
Experience writing TM1 reports (preferred but not required)
Familiar with DoD and OSD document/briefing templates Action Officer
processes


